
NEWS IN THE BOX
City of Box Elder:

 With a population of over 11,746 residents, we are the eleventh largest city in South Dakota and home to
the Ellsworth Air Force Base (EAFB) with the B21 expansion program now underway. For more

information, please email public.information@boxelder.us or visit www.boxelder.us 
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Excavation along the railroad tracks, in the Northern Lights area, is the start
of a new apartment complex

?

Career Housing Update: Trending this week :

Career Housing
As our population continues to expand with an influx

of career professionals, affordable housing to meet this
growth continues to be a focus.  A large increase in

mortgage interest rates combined with extraordinary
inflation for raw building materials makes this

objective even more challenging.   Nevertheless, the
City remains steadfast in moving forward to promote

career housing through careful planning and potential
grant partnerships. Further evidence of this

commitment for career housing is the start of
construction on a new apartment complex shown

below in the Northern Lights area. It is expected this
new apartment complex will be ready for occupation in

the next year or so.
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With regard to the Ellsworth Sidewalk project, also
termed Pedestrian Way, the contractor has
encountered some utility and road grade conflicts
within the areas of phase 1 and 2 of the project. In
order for the project to keep moving forward, the
contractor is working on phases 3, 4 and 5 until the
issues with phases 1 and 2 are resolved. The map to
the right shows the different phases of this project for
reference. In general, the construction contractor
plans to start at the very north end of the project
(phase 5) and work their way south.

Pedestrian Way
Update: 
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Unexpected Problems & Unexpected Kindness...
On June 13th 2022, the Box Elder Water & Wastewater Departments teamed up to

resolve a water main issue at the intersection of Tower Road and Don Williams
Drive. It was anticipated to be a straightforward and typical water main repair.
Unexpectedly, the issue was discovered to be more complex and required more
than 24 hours to repair. In the end, the cause of the problem turned out to be a

failed 10 inch “T” pipe connection. 
The repair teams would like to express their heartfelt appreciation and gratitude to
those residents who took the time to bring out hot coffee, snacks, and other items to

the job site as the crews worked tirelessly through the night. These kindhearted
actions highlight the caring and considerate community we have in Box Elder.  It

was an affirmation to the team that a true community helps each other through the
challenges of life. Thank you for caring in the Box! 

 
 
 

A picture of the failed “T” connection .
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Liberty Plaza - A Future Hub for City
The map below is reminder of the comprehensive transformation planned
and focused on the new down-town district for the City. The Liberty Center

that is presently under construction will be just one of the the initial enterprise
anchors for the area with more exiting announcements coming soon!

Box Elder Police Department Update 

Congratulations to Officer
John Miller on his

graduation from the South
Dakota Police Academy on

June 3rd, 2022!



A Gentle Code Enforcement... 
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Bike Night at City Hall! – a Wonderful Evening.
 It was a pleasant June 21st. A gentle cool

breeze and clear sunset views made for a fine
summer setting as the community came
together around some glorious motorcycles,
good food, and great live music.  The official
start of the Box Elder Summer Night events
was a spectacle. Take a look at the pictures
below and don’t miss out on the other
upcoming community events listed on
Facebook @eventsinthebox or at our events
tab at www.boxedler.us. 

Officers are now actively enforcing Section 22-75.c of the Nuisance Vegetation
City Code which states that landowners are responsible for maintenance of

vegetation to the edge of the driving surface in front of a residence. This means
the resident is responsible for mowing vegetation to the correct height all the

way to the driving surface. This can also be an important safety issue to prevent
brush fires during the dry summer season!

http://www.boxedler.us/

